Describing biodiversity in the genomics era: A new species of Nearctic Cynipidae gall wasp and its genome
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Abstract. Gall wasps (Hymenoptera: Cynipidae) specializing on live oaks in the genus Quercus (subsection Virentes) are a relatively diverse and well-studied community with 14 species described to date, albeit with incomplete information on their biology, life history and genetic structure. Incorporating an integrative taxonomic approach, we combine morphology, phenology, behaviour, genetics and genomics to describe a new species, Neuroterus valhalla sp. nov. The alternating generations of this species induce galls on the catkins and stem nodes of Quercus virginiana and Quercus geminata in the southern United States. We describe both generations in the species’ life cycle, and primarily use samples from a population in the centre of Houston, Texas, thus serving as an example of the undescribed biodiversity still present in well-travelled urban centres. In parallel, we present a draft assembly of the N. valhalla genome providing a direct link between the type specimen and reference genome. The genome of N. valhalla is the smallest reported to date within the tribe Cynipini, providing an important comparative contrast to the otherwise large genome size of cynipids. While relatively small, the genome was found to be composed of >64% repetitive elements, including 43% unclassified repeats and 11% retrotransposons. A preliminary ab initio and homology-based annotation revealed 32,005 genes, and a subsequent orthogroup analysis grouped 18,044 of these to 8186 orthogroups, with some evidence for high levels of gene duplications within Cynipidae. A mitochondrial barcode phylogeny linked each generation of the new species and a phylogenomic ultraconserved element (UCEs) phylogeny indicates that the new species groups with other Nearctic Neuroterus. However, both phylogenies present the genus Neuroterus in North America as polyphyletic.

Introduction

New species are described at an increasing pace (Costello et al., 2012, 2013), yet global diversity projections suggest we are far from a complete catalogue of the species on Earth (Scheffers et al., 2012; Stork, 2018). Notably, the rate of description of new species has increased even as the pace of species extinctions continues to rise (Dirzo et al., 2014). Therefore, much biodiversity is being lost prior to being described (Tedesco et al., 2014). Additionally, while undescribed species will occur more often in underexplored tropical biodiversity hotspots and other remote areas (Giam et al., 2012), they are certainly not restricted to such regions. The recent description of large land animals (e.g. Cozzuol et al., 2013), marine mammals (e.g. Yamada et al., 2019), and hundreds of insect species at a time (Srivathsan et al., 2019) testify to our ignorance of these underexplored ecosystems. However, there are new species still hiding in our proverbial backyards (e.g. Duran et al., 2019,
A major source of undescribed animal diversity includes galling arthropods and their associates, which make up complex food webs of minute insects dominated by hymenopterans (Forbes et al., 2016; Maia et al., 2018; Weinersmith et al., 2020). Total species richness in gall systems is estimated to be from 13,000 (Buhr, 1965) to over 210,000 species worldwide (Espírito-Santo & Fernandes, 2007), and this does not begin to address the estimated number of parasitoids attacking them (Forbes et al., 2018). Thus, many species remain to be formally described and Hymenoptera is now recognized as one of the most species-rich group of organisms on Earth (Forbes et al., 2018). More specifically, while Palearctic gall-former diversity has been more thoroughly described, much remains to be understood in other faunal regions (Penzes et al., 2018), including the Nearctic (Egan et al., 2018).

With over 1400 described species worldwide, Cynipidae is the second largest group of gall inducing insects (Ronquist et al., 2015). Over 1000 species belong to the tribe Cynipini, where the vast majority make galls on oaks (*Quercus*) and other related plants within Fagaceae. Cynipini have an unusual life cycle called heterogony or cyclical parthenogenesis, characterized by the alternation between a sexual and an asexual generation that develop in two morphologically and temporally dissimilar galls, commonly in different host tissues (Figure 1; Folliot, 1964; Pujade-Villaret et al., 2001). This unusual life cycle implies that each cynipid gall-forming species actually produces two ecologically and functionally independent organisms, creating a unique taxonomic challenge. For instance, many species are currently only known from one of the presumed alternating generations, a common pattern within cynipid taxonomy even in the Palearctic (Stone et al., 2008), while many others have had their alternating generations – which can often look quite different – described as two separate species (e.g., *Belonocnema* asexual and sexual generations from Florida, reviewed by Zhang et al., 2021).

Gall wasps on live oaks (*Quercus*; subsection *Virentes*) make up a well-studied community whose hosts are distributed in terrestrial habitats surrounding the Gulf of Mexico, including the southeastern United States, eastern Mexico and Central America, western Cuba and a geographically disjunct live oak species in southern Baja, Mexico (Cavender-Bares et al., 2015; Manos & Hipp, 2021; Muller, 1961). This group includes the iconic southern live oak (*Quercus virginiana* Miller), which is widely used in urban landscaping and is an economically important nursery crop (USDA, 2021). These oaks harbour an abundant and relatively diverse community of galling insects and associated natural enemies (Egan et al., 2013, 2018), including over a dozen galling cynipid species (Table 1). Each of these gall-formers support a complex interconnected food web, complete with inquilines, parasitoids, hyperparasitoids and commensal associates (e.g., Forbes et al., 2016; Weinersmith et al., 2020), potentially totalling over 100 species found on a single tree. Although many species in this system were described as early as in the 19th century, many of the live oak gall-former species are only known from one of the two generations (Table 1). These taxonomic challenges can cascade up trophic levels to some of the gallers’ natural enemies, with species level identification of many taxa being highly challenging due to a combination of historical species descriptions lacking host association information (i.e. species described solely on museum specimens with no natural history information), and high levels of cryptic morphological diversity in some groups (e.g., *Eurytoma*; Zhang et al., 2014; *Synergus*; Ward et al., 2020).

One solution to these various problems is integrative taxonomy, the incorporation of multiple lines of evidence in support of new species hypotheses, including natural history, ecology, biogeography, taxonomy, behaviour, genetic and genomic data (e.g. Dayrat, 2005; Deans et al., 2012; Duran et al., 2019, 2020; Godfray, 2002; Padiál et al., 2010). For example, while species descriptions remain rooted in morphology, there is a strong incentive to include a DNA barcoding sequence with the species descriptions (Cook et al., 2010; Hebert & Gregory, 2005; Padiál & De la Riva, 2007). Accordingly, DNA barcoding has become an integral part of a thorough species description (e.g. Cozzuol et al., 2013; Egan et al., 2017). This popularization of DNA barcoding has facilitated species identification by non-specialists, something increasingly relevant in the context of declining taxonomic expertise (Ebach et al., 2011; Orr et al., 2021; Pearson et al., 2011), and has proved useful as a complement

---

**Fig. 1. Neuroterus valhalla life cycle.** (A) Stem node (asexual) generation female; (B) oviposition in developing catkin buds; (C) *N. valhalla*'s oval gall on the catkin inflorescence (C1), which are not to be mistaken with *Andricus quercuslaniger*’s fusiform galls on the stalk of the catkin (C2); (D) unknown sexual generation male (D1), catkin (sexual) generation female (D2); (E) oviposition in stem nodes; (F) *N. valhalla*'s cryptic galls on stem nodes (F1), not to be mistaken with *Bassettia pallida*’s internode clustered cryptic galls (F2). Green background highlights the asexual (stem node) generation, while yellow background highlights the sexual (catkin) generation. Illustration by Barbara Rossi.
to morphology in species discrimination, particularly in groups with considerable cryptic morphological diversity (e.g. Smith et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2015). However, COI has been shown to be sometimes unreliable for species identification due to incomplete lineage sorting (Rokas et al., 2003) and hybridization (Nicholls et al., 2012), which may result in mitonuclear discordance and consequent misleading results from COI alone (Cook et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2021).

Fortunately, advances in molecular biology are accelerating with numerous improvements in sequencing and computing technology (Buermans & Den Dunnen, 2014; Goodwin et al., 2016). The consequent lower costs of genome sequencing have taken us from the first vertebrate genome sequence, our own (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001; Venter et al., 2001), to the possibility of sequencing the genome of every known vertebrate species (Rhie et al., 2021), thousands of arthropods (i5K Consortium, 2013), or millions of unicellular eukaryotes (Lewin et al., 2018). With this, biological research is fundamentally growing into the genomics era. Taxonomy has embraced this change, and genomic tools allowed taxonomists to discover new cryptic species, as well as untangle the evolutionary history of challenging groups (e.g. Duran et al., 2020; Hassemer et al., 2019). Further, as genome sequencing technologies become easier, less expensive and more widely available, we are approaching the point where, as resources allow, it might be as easy to sequence a genome as it is to describe a species’ morphology. Thus, genome sequencing may become a fundamental piece of the integrative evidence for the description of new species and complement formal morphological description. For example, the incorporation of genome sequencing in concert with new species descriptions is a standard practice in microbiology (e.g. Bányai et al., 2017; Lorch et al., 2018).

Here, we describe a new species of Cynipidae, Neuroterus valhalla sp. nov., which induces galls on live oaks on the Virentes group (*Q. virginiana* and *Quercus geminata* small). We include a description of its life cycle, with both alternating heterogonic generations, and a draft assembly and annotation of its genome, which we believe reflects the future of animal species descriptions, and the first new insect species description to include its genome in concert with the morphological description. To our knowledge, this is only the second new animal species description to do so, where the first was a newly discovered sibling species of *Caenorhabditis elegans* (Kanzaki et al., 2018). We then demonstrate the utility of genomic data by harvesting UCE loci from the *N. valhalla* genome to improve published phylogenomic relationships of Cynipini. Additionally, *N. valhalla* is described from a population found in the heart of Houston, Texas, USA, one of the most populated cities in North America. Despite the minute size of its galls, *N. valhalla* appears to number in the tens of millions every year when it emerges from galls as an adult, making it an example of overlooked and undescribed biological diversity found in the centre of a well-known urban centre.

### Methods

**Plant tissue sampling and insect rearing**

We sampled catkins (inflorescence composed of male staminate flowers) of southern live oaks (*Q. virginiana*) throughout the flowering season between February and March of 2018, 2019 and 2020 at the Rice University campus (29.718 N, 95.400 W). Due to the minute size of galls, we sampled flowering structures indiscriminately using gardening shears. We checked samples for emerging insects three times a week until May, when emergence stopped. Then, from May 2020 to February 2021, we checked samples occasionally but observed no further emergences. The total number of collected flowers...
was then extrapolated by weight given an average flower count and weight of 10 random sub-samples.

Then, to confirm the location of the alternative generation, in January and February of 2020 we focused on trees in which we had detected the species emerging from catkins in the previous year. Following the observation of emergence holes in stem nodes, we sampled branches where there were no observable alternative gall structures from other known species (e.g., the Cynipidae Bassettia pallida Ashmead, Callirhytis quercusbatatoides [Ashmead], and Cecydomiidae Arnoldiola atrata Gagné), and trimmed away leaves and buds from them.

We kept all plant samples (catkins and branches) in a greenhouse and inside our gall rearing chambers: glass mason jars mounted with an upside-down funnel on the lid, leading into a Drosophila vial where emerging insects get trapped until collected. Samples were checked three times a week for emerging insects until May, when emergence slowed down, and occasionally after that. We then manually sifted samples with gill wasp emergence under stereo microscopes to look for gall structures.

**mtDNA barcoding**

For DNA barcoding of individual insects, we extracted DNA from whole specimens using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Germany) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol with the addition of a pestle crushing step prior to incubation. The mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I (COI) gene was amplified using the KAPA Taq ReadyMix (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) and the primers LEP-F: 5′-TAAACTTCTGGATGTCCAAAAAATCA-3′ and LEP-R: 5′-ATTCACCAATACTAAAAGATATTGG-3′ (Hebert et al., 2004). Reactions consisted of 0.45 s at 94°C for initial denaturation, followed by 35 cycles of 00:15 s at 94°C for denaturation, 00:15 s at 58°C for annealing and 00:30 s at 72°C for extension. Amplicons were Sanger sequenced at the University of Arizona Genetics Core. Results were aligned and manually curated using MEGA 10 (Kumar et al., 2018).

**mtDNA COI phylogeny**

To build the phylogeny with the mtDNA COI barcodes, we downloaded all available Neuroterus and representative Cynipini COI sequences from GenBank, with the addition of extracted COI barcode locus of the Neuroterus distortus Bassett UCE data from Blaimer et al. (2020) using PHYLUCE v1.6.8 (Faircloth, 2015). Sequences were aligned using MAFFT v7.480 (Katoh & Standley, 2013), and the maximum-likelihood phylogeny was inferred using IQ-TREE v2.0.3 (Minh et al., 2020) under the K3Pu + F + I + G4 as selected by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). Nodal support was assessed using 1000 nonparametric bootstraps, with values ≥90 considered to be strongly supported. The output trees were visualized in R v4.0 (R Core Team, 2020) using the packages ggtree v.2.2.0 and treeio v.1.12.0 (Wang et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2017).

Accession numbers and details on the sequences used in the phylogeny are available in Table S6, and the sequence alignment is available in the dryad repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.zgmsbcccc8).

**Morphological study**

For the formal morphological description, ethanol-preserved specimens were dehydrated through increasing concentrations of ethanol and transferred to hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) (Heraty & Hawks, 1998) before point-mounting. The specimens were identified using Kinsey (1923), in comparison with more contemporary species descriptions of Nearctic Neuroterus species (Medianero & Nieves-Aldrey, 2017; Melika & Abrahamson, 1997; Pujade-Villar et al., 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018). We took scanning electron microscope (SEM) images with a Hitachi TM3000 (Tungsten source). Body parts of disarticulated specimens were adhered to a 12.7 × 3.2 mm Leica/Cambridge aluminum SEM stub by a carbon adhesive tab (Electron Microscopy Sciences, #77825–12). Stub-mounted specimens were sputter coated with gold-palladium using a Cressington Scientific 108 Auto from multiple angles to ensure complete coverage (~20–30 nm coating). Coloured images were obtained with a Canon 60D DSLR, with a Canon MP-E 65 mm F/2.8 Macro photo lens or a Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 10x objective mounted on to the Canon EF Telephoto 70–200 mm zoom lens, and the Canon MT–24EX Macro Twin Lite Flash (Tokyo, Japan) with custom-made diffusers to minimize hot spots. Images saved as TIF, and focus stacked using Zerene Stacker v1.04. Image editing was done in Adobe Photoshop and plate layout in Inkscape.

We follow Buffington et al. (2020); Liljeblad & Ronquist (1998); Melika (2006) for terminology on Cynipidae morphological structures and abbreviations for fore wing venation, and Harris (1979) for patterns of cuticular sculpture. The following measurements and abbreviations were used: F1–F n, the first and the following flagellomeres; POL (postocellar distance), the distance between the inner margins of posterior ocelli; OOL (ocellar-ocular distance), the distance from the outer margin of lateral ocellus to the inner margin of compound eye; LOL (lateral-ocular distance), the distance between lateral and frontal ocellus; transfacial line, distance between inner margins of compound eyes measured across the toruli; width of radial cell, measured as the distance between the upper margin of the fore wing and the Rs vein. Voucher specimens are deposited at NMNH, and the research collection of the Egan lab (Rice University, Houston, USA).

**Tissue preference tests**

We conducted a tissue preference test to verify in which tissue the females emerging from the catkin generation would oviposit. Freshly emerged insects (up to 24-h old adults) were placed into 90 mm petri dish arenas containing six freshly collected *Q. virginiana* tissue pieces, placed in randomized order within...
the arena: newly developing leaf, fully mature leaf, new-growth offshoot (stem node with an axillary bud), old-growth offshoot (stem node where axillary bud has developed into a branch), bud tissue and catkins. Light was set perpendicular to petri dish. Insects were then observed for 30 min, during which we recorded their location and behaviour within the arena every 2 min. All insects emerging during a 2-week interval were used (n = 33), which were all females. After observations were finished, individuals were placed within 96% ethanol vials and their identity was morphologically confirmed under dissecting microscopes. One observation was excluded from final analysis because the insect died during the behavioural trial.

**Genome sequencing, assembly and annotation**

To sequence *N. valhalla*’s genome, we extracted whole genomic DNA from a single female from the catkin generation using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) as described above. A paired-end sequencing library was then constructed with the Illumina TrueSeq kit (Illumina, San Diego, California) using the standard adapters, and sequencing was performed at Genewiz (New Jersey, USA) on an Illumina X-Ten sequencing platform. Raw data were submitted to GenBank Short Read Archive (Accession number SRX7007139). Then, fasta files were filtered and trimmed by Trimmomatic v0.39 (Bolger et al., 2014), first removing sliding windows of five nucleotides with quality average below 20, followed by a hard-trailing trim of nucleotides with quality below 15. Trimmed reads were then assembled *de novo* by SPAdes v3.14.0 (Bankevich et al., 2012) using kmer-sizes of 27, 37, 47, 57, 67, 77, 87, 97, 107, 117 and 127. Assembly quality and completeness were accessed by quaST v5.0.2 (Gurevich et al., 2013) and BUSCO v4.0.6 (Simão et al., 2015).

For annotation, repetitive sequences were inferred using RECON (Bao & Eddy, 2002), RepeatScout (Price et al., 2005) and LTR_retriver (Du & Jiang, 2018), as applied by RepeatModeler (Smit et al., 2015). Subsequently these sequences were classified with RepeatClassifier according to RepBase v25.04 (Bao et al., 2015), and representation of these sequences in the genome were accessed by RepeatMasker v4.0 (Smit et al., 2015), which also masked the assembly for subsequent gene annotation. Augustus (Stanke et al., 2006) was applied for ab initio gene prediction, using *Nasonia vitripennis* (Walker) (Warren et al., 2010) training parameters, the closest organism with a training set available. For protein-based annotation, we used a database containing all known genes from the most closely related organism with an annotated genome, *Belonocnema kinsleyi* Weld (GenBank 17056478), and used Exonerate v2.2 (Slater & Birney, 2005). Both annotations were then combined using EvidenceModeler v1.1.1 (Haas et al., 2008), with equal weight to either approach. The final .gff file was then filtered and analysed with gFACs v1.0 (Caballero & Wegrzyn, 2019) for gene statistics. Annotation files for both repetitive sequences and genes are available in the dryad repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.zgmsbccc8).

Gene ortholog analysis was performed using Orthofinder (Emms & Kelly, 2019). The analysis encompassed nine annotated genomes, including *Belonocnema kinseyi*; every proteome available in UniProt database belonging to the Infraorder Parasitoida (three total, including above mentioned *Neaethus vitripennis*); *Apis mellifera* L. and *Drosophila melanogaster* Meigen for their status as most well characterized insect genomes; and *Arabidopsis thaliana* (L.) Heynh. and *Homo sapiens* L. as outgroups.

Ultraconserved elements phylogeny

To build the UCE phylogeny, we downloaded the UCE assemblies from all Cynipini and selected outgroups from other tribes from Blaimer et al. (2020) and assembled the contigs using SPAdes. Additionally, UCE loci were extracted from all available Cynipini genomes on NCBI not already present in Blaimer et al. (2020) dataset, including *N. valhalla*, following tutorial III of the PHYLUCE pipeline, using the Hym-V2P probe set developed by Branstetter et al. (2017). All assemblies were aligned using MAFFT and trimmed using Gblocks v0.91b-2 (Castresana, 2000) using the following settings: b1 = 0.5, b2 = 0.5, b3 = 12, b4 = 7. Then, we used Spruceup 0.95 lognormal distribution or manual cut off of select samples to remove any potentially misaligned regions as they can produce exaggerated branch lengths (Borowiec, 2019). We selected the 50% complete matrix as the final dataset and inferred the maximum-likelihood phylogeny using IQ-TREE using best models for each locus selected by ModelFinder. To assess nodal support, we performed 1000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates (UFBoot2, Hoang et al., 2017), along with “-bnni” to reduce risk of overestimating branch supports; and a Shimodaira-Hasegawa approximate likelihood-rate test (SH-aLRT, Guindon et al., 2010) with 1000 replicates. Only nodes with support values of UFBoot2 ≥95 and SH-aLRT ≥80 were considered robust. All UCE sequences obtained are available in the dryad repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.zgmsbccc8).

Results

**Discovery of new species and linking generations**

*N. valhalla* sp. nov. was initially discovered incidentally while sampling catkins of *Q. virginiana* at Rice University, in Houston, Texas. We were originally looking for the sexual generation of *Andricus quercuslanigera* (Ashmead), another cynipid gall-former of *Q. virginiana* (Hamel, 1973; Hood et al., 2018). When we DNA barcoded individual catkin emergents, we found that some of the insects had sequences very different from *A. quercuslanigera* and belonged to a unique mitochondrial lineage (Figure 2, note divergent sequences marked in blue and grey; Egan et al., 2018; Hood et al., 2018). Following this, we re-examined emerging insects, and discovered two distinct morphotypes of female cynipid wasps – one was *A. quercuslanigera*, as expected, and the other was an
unknown female morphospecies. These novel females were then called *Neuroterus valhalla* (Figure 3a) since they were noticeably smaller with lighter legs than *A. quercuslanigera* and exhibited numerous unique features that separate the genus *Neuroterus* from *Andricus* in North America, including the absence of notauli and scutoscutellar suture (see morphological details below).

Although females could be separated into two groups, males emerging from catkins were all identical, and were identified as *A. quercuslanigera* by the presence of transscutal articulation, which is absent in *Neuroterus* and present in *Andricus*. Nonetheless, in the search for *N. valhalla* males, we DNA barcoded three males with particularly faint notauli and reduced size and confirmed them to be *A. quercuslanigera* (Figure 2, grey). Therefore, males of *N. valhalla* remain unknown, despite 117 female emergents among catkins samples across 3 years of sampling efforts.

In parallel, while sampling for another cynipid on *Q. geminata* in Florida, *Bassettia pallida* Ashmead, we found two very distinct cynipid wasps among several *B. pallida* (Weinersmith et al., 2020), which keyed to *Neuroterus*. *Bassettia pallida* galls are cryptic swellings of internode branches (Figure 1F2), and the presence of a second Cynipini wasp suggested we had inadvertently sampled a second cryptic gall on such branches (Figure 1F). We followed with DNA barcoding of these unknown cynipid wasps, expecting them to be one of the unknown sexual generations of the previously described sympatric species (Table 1). However, we found that the sequence to these wasps matched that of the catkin emergents from *Q. virginiana* in Texas (Figure 2, blue). Therefore, these insects likely represented *N. valhalla*’s alternating generation despite being initially identified in geographically distant populations (878 km apart) and on two distinct, but sister species of host oak trees.

To confirm the entire life cycle within the same host tree species, we visually inspected the *Q. virginiana* trees on Rice campus with the highest density of *N. valhalla* catkin emergence. We noticed that there were abundant emergence holes in stem nodes (Figures 1F1 and 3e), which after close inspection and dissection in the laboratory, were revealed to have the characteristic internal oval structure of a cynipid gall (see Weinersmith et al., 2020). We then sampled year-old stem nodes from trees, even though no gall structures were obviously visible, and 14 total cynipid wasps, which keyed to *Neuroterus* emerged from the collected material (Figure 3c) with a phenology
Fig. 3. Neuroterus valhalla. (a) Catkin (sexual) generation female holotype specimen habitus; (b) catkin gall cluster. White arrowhead = gall with emergence hole, black asterisk = gall without emergence hole, An = anther in healthy staminate flower; (c) Stem node (asexual) generation female habitus. Note that this specimen lost colour and in vivo looks darker; (d) stem node prior to gall development. Note the oviposition car (black arrow), which is a slight swell of the tissue with a black dot, Ab, axillary bud; Pe, petiole of adjacent leaf. (e) Stem node gall; Ls, leaf scar; White arrow, gall with emergence hole.

Fig. 4. Emergence Phenology of Neuroterus valhalla. Boxplot of the emergence date of each generation (n = 14 stem node generation, n = 117 catkin generation). Boxes indicate 25 and 75 percentiles, horizontal bars the range and vertical internal bar indicates the mean emergence date.

compatible with its oviposition into the simultaneously developing catkins (Figure 4). We barcoded one of these specimens, which confirmed that both the stem node emerging and catkin-emerging females were indeed conspecifics and grouped with the individual found earlier in Q. geminata (Figure 2, blue).

In the tissue preference tests of catkin-emerging females, we noted oviposition behaviour on three occasions: twice in year-old stems, once in new stems and never on offered buds, leaves or catkins (Figure S1). In the new stem gall, we observed an oviposition scar in the tissue following the behavioural observation (Figure 3d) in a location analogous to that observed in developed stem node galls (Figure 3e). These behavioural observations complemented the cross-generation link confirmed by DNA barcoding (Figure 2). Adult gallers were also often found among leaves and catkins, but they were mostly stationary, and no oviposition was ever observed (Figure S1).

Morphological description

Neuroterus valhalla sp. nov. Brandão-Dias, Zhang, Weinersmith, Forbes & Egan

Diagnosis: Neuroterus valhalla keys to couplet 6 in Kinsey (1923) in the subgenus Diplobius, which can be recognized by the presence of malac sulcus, 13 antennal segments, absence of parapsidal grooves, simple tarsal claws or with a very short tooth, and induces polythalamous leaf/stem galls and monothalamous anther galls. Only N. valhalla and three other Neuroterus species (N. floricola Kinsey, N. verrucum Pujade-Villar, and N. fusifex Pujade-Villar & Ferrer-Suay) are known to induce catkin or stem galls, all of which have alutaceous to delicately coriaceous mesoscutum (Kinsey, 1923; Pujade-Villar...
et al., 2014, 2016). *Neuroterus valhalla* is the only species recorded from oak section *Quercus*. *Neuroterus floricaola* Kinsey, which are only known from the sexual generation and induces simple catkin galls similar to *N. valhalla* but on *Quercus douglasii* Hook. & Arn. in California, can be differentiated based on the presence of very faint anterior parallel lines in *N. floricaola* which are absent in *N. valhalla* (Kinsey, 1923). The two Mexican species are *N. verrucum*, which is only known from the asexual generation that induces cryptic stem galls on *Quercus laeta* Liebm., and *N. fusifex*, which is only known from the sexual generation also found on *Q. laeta* in Mexico, induces multilocular, ovoid catkin galls. It is possible these two Mexican species are alternate generations of each other given the morphological and host use similarities, but a revision of the genus is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, *N. valhalla* differs from both Mexican species by the indistinct epistomal sulcus and clypeo-pleurostomal line and the transfacial distance slightly longer than the height of eye.

Material examined. Holotype: USA, TX, Houston, Rice University Campus, 29.718°N, 95.400°W, 11.III.2020 (Egan Lab Leg.). Em. 18.III.2020, Catkin gall on *Quercus virginiana*. USNMENT01448617, paratypes same locality as holotype 3♂, USNMENT01558416, 01558515, 01558518. Same locality and data as holotype, Em. 26.II.2020, gall in nodes of branches, 3♂, asexual generation, USNMENT01558623, 01558269, 01558597.

Sexual generation

**Females**

Body length = 1.1 mm (n = 4).

Colour: Body brown. Mandibles light yellow, antennae and apices of femur, basal area of tibia and whitish, tarsomeres dark brown (Figure 3a).

Head: Transverse in dorsal view, 3.0× as wide as high in front view and slightly wider than mesosoma (Figure 5a). Lower face alutaceous to smooth, with sparse setae, without striae radiating from clypeus. Gena 1.5× as wide as transverse diameter of eye, not visible in frontal view; malar space 0.3× as long as eye height, malar sulcus present; mandibles tridentate. Ocellar area slightly elevated; POL:OOL:LOL ratio 2.5:1:1.5. Transfacial distance 1.1× the height of eye; diameter of torulus (including rims) 1.1× that of intertorular distance; inner margins of eyes very slightly converge ventrally. Clypeus small, rounded, alutaceous in the center, smooth lateral. Anterior tentorial pits distinct, epistomal and clypeo-pleurostomal line absent (Figure 5a). Frons, vertex and intercollar area alutaceous, shiny and glabrous. Occipital carina absent. Antenna (Figure 5d) with 13 antennomeres; pedicel rounded; F1 1.6× as long as F2, not enlarged or curved; ratio of antennal segments: 1.7:1.1:1.9:1.4:1.3:1.1:1.3:1.4:1.2:1.0:1.0:1.7. Placodeal sensilla on F3-F13, and erect setae in all antennal segments.

Mesosoma: Around 1.1 times as long as high in lateral view, glabrous (Figure 5b). Pronotum alutaceous and shiny. Mesoscutum 1.1× as long as wide in dorsal view, weakly alutaceous, smooth in the centre, with very few sparse setae laterally. Notauli anterior parallel, parapsidal lines and parascutal carina absent. Scutellum weak alutaceous, around 0.8× as long as mesoscutum, broader than long, not overhanging metanotum, surface with some sparse short setae, slightly pointed distally; scutellar foveae absent; superficial, shiny anterior scutellar depression present. Mesopleuron and mesopleural triangle alutaceous (Figure 5f), almost without setae; axillula alutaceous (Figure 5c), with few sparse setae; dorsellum alutaceous, sub-rectangular, metapleural sulcus reaching mesopleuron at half of its height. Propodeum alutaceous, glabrous; medial carina present, with rugose carinæ. Nucha short alutaceous to smooth.

Legs: Tarsal claws with short tooth. (Figure 5e).

Forewing: Hyaline, slightly longer than body. Coastal margin with cilia; Radial cell around four times as long as wide; Rs straight; areolet large; Rs + M incomplete, Cu1 separated (Figure 3a).

Metasoma: Shorter than head + mesosoma (Figure 3a), slightly longer than high in lateral view. Metasomal tergites without setae, smooth and shiny. Prominent part of ventral spine of hypopygium short, tapering to apex, around 1.4× as long as wide, with very few long sparse setae laterally that extend beyond apex of spine.

Gall: In staminate flowers of catkin inflorescences. Single-chambered (monothalamous), often in clusters, smooth centre with trichomes on the border, golden yellow colour and oblong/oval shape. No larger than 1.2 mm. (Figure 3b).

**Males**

Unknown.

Asexual Generation

Body length = 1.1 mm (n = 3).

Colour: Mostly brown, tarsi, scape, pedicel and the first two antennal segments light yellow. Structure and sculptures as the sexual generation (Figure 3c) with the following differences: 12 antennal segments, ocelli not raised and tarsal claw almost simple.

Gall: Cryptic gall in nodes of branches, often found adjacent to leaf scars and side branches, monothalamous, no longer than 2.8 mm (Figure 3d,e).

Etymology: The species’ name refers to the location of the host tree on which it was first found: Outside of ‘Valhalla’, a graduate-student run bar on Rice University campus. The bar is named Valhalla, which is a great hall in Norse mythology where ‘Odin receives the souls of heroes fallen bravely in battle’ (O’donoghue, 2007).

Life history

**Biology:** Like most other known members of Cynipini, *Neuroterus valhalla* has two alternating generations that induce
galls where their larvae feed (Figure 1). The stem node (asexual) generation wasp (Figures 1C and 3a) develops over the course of approximately 11 months within minute crypt galls found on the stem nodes (Figures 1E and 3f1), from which it will emerge in synchrony with the host’s flowering phenology, typically during February (Figure 4). They will live as adults for approximately 2 days, as determined by lab rearing, only to find and oviposit in developing catkin buds (Figure 3b), where minute golden oval galls will develop (Figures 1B and 3c1). The catkin (sexual) generation wasps (Figures 1A and 3d) will then swiftly develop over the course of about 3 weeks within these gall structures and emerge in March (Figure 4). Upon emergence, adults live for approximately 2 days, possibly mate (if males are confirmed in the future), and oviposit into stem nodes near a leaf insertion (Figures 1D and 3e), completing the cycle.

Host: The population studied here uses *Q. virginiana* as its host. Additionally, we have incidentally collected two adult *N. valhalla* individuals emerging from *Quercus geminata* (Weinersmith et al., 2020), which were confirmed to be the same lineage (Figure 2).

Distribution: Confirmed in southeast Texas (Harris county) and the panhandle of Florida (Walton county). Most likely, extending to match much of the distribution of its host plants, *Q. geminata* and *Q. virginiana*, across the coastal southeastern United States, and potentially throughout the range of American live oaks in the subsection Virentes.

Genome description

The genome (GenBank accession WSXT00000000.1) has a GC content of 34.86%, and predicted size of 1.1 Mbp. This is a below-average genome size for the Cynipidae family (average 1.45 Mbp; Table 2), and the smallest genome reported to date.
within the tribe Cynipini (Table 2). The assembly has a scaffold N50 of 344 Kbp, L50 of 14, and an average coverage of 110X. A universal single-copy ortholog search (BUSCO) resulted in 94.5% of Eukaryotic genes present, 81.6% of which are complete.

A repetitive element annotation revealed that interspaced repeats represent 64.5% of the genome (Table 3), most of which are unclassified repetitive sequences (42.7%), and retrotransposons (10.94%). A preliminary in-silico gene annotation approach using only ab initio and protein-based annotation tools resulted in 32,005 predicted genes, including 18,802 multiexon protein-coding genes (Table S1).

In an ortholog gene group (orthogroup) analysis, 18,044 (56.4%) of the genes were assigned to 8186 orthogroups, 61 of which were species-specific (Table S2). As expected, the biggest assignment overlap was with B. kinseyi, which is the only other Cynipidae wasp with an annotated genome (13,561 genes in 7623 orthogroups, Tables S3 and S4), followed by Nasonia vitripennis (10,359 genes in 6428 orthogroups, Tables S3 and S4), which has the best annotated genome of the Chalcidoidea. The same analysis revealed that the genome of both N. valhalla and B. kinseyi has the two highest number of gene duplication events within genomes analysed (5411 and 11,461 respectively; Table S5). Given the low taxonomic resolution of the analysis, it is likely that most of these are associated with duplication events within Cynipidae.

Neuroterus valhalla within the Cynipini phylogeny

Both the COI phylogeny (Figure 2) and UCE phylogeny (Figure 6) have recovered the genus Neuroterus as polyphyletic, despite the different taxa represented in each data type. Yet, N. valhalla grouped with other Nearctic Neuroterus species in both datasets, while Palearctic Neuroterus species consistently grouped with representatives of other Cynipini genera such as

Table 3. Repetitive element composition in the N. valhalla genome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of elements</th>
<th>Length occupied (Kbp)</th>
<th>Percentage of genome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrotransposons</td>
<td>335,625</td>
<td>122,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINEs</td>
<td>288,091</td>
<td>102,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTR elements</td>
<td>47,534</td>
<td>19,192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penelope</td>
<td>40,601</td>
<td>10,383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINEs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA transposons</td>
<td>157,807</td>
<td>38,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tc1-Is630-Pogo</td>
<td>62,442</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hobo-Activator</td>
<td>27,370</td>
<td>7497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PiggyBac</td>
<td>3549</td>
<td>987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2988</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helitron</td>
<td>202,382</td>
<td>82,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>2,296,543</td>
<td>477,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total interspersed repeats:</td>
<td>720,620</td>
<td>64.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small RNA</td>
<td>20,793</td>
<td>2917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>1582</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple repeats</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cynips and Andricus. Additionally, every Cynipini genus represented by more than one species was recovered as polyphyletic. Those included Andricus Hartig, Cynips L., Callirhytis Foerster, Disholcaspis Dalla Torre & Keiffer and Dryocosmus Giraud. This taxonomic disagreement suggests that a larger, global revision of the genera within the Cynipini is needed.

**Discussion**

*Neuroterus valhalla* sp. nov. is described as the 15th known cynipid galler on the *Virentes* sections oaks (Table 1), which increases our knowledge and understanding of this diverse community. The species is also described from both generations simultaneously (Figure 1) linked by DNA barcoding, phenology, morphology and behavioural assays of oviposition preference, which is unusual for new species descriptions of Cynipini that often include a single generation (e.g. Melika & Abrahamson, 1997, 2000). In this study, we also build on the integrative species description format by incorporating a draft genome of the species, which, to our knowledge, is the first insect species to be described along with its sequenced genome. This also appears to be the second animal to have its genome published alongside its species description, the first being a close relative of the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* (Maupas, 1900) (Kanzaki et al., 2018). There has also been at least one other discovery, a ‘new species’ in the context of a phylogenomic analysis where its genome sequence is already known (Christmas et al., 2021). However, there was no formal species description in that case. The integration of a fully sequenced genome into a new species description remains rare in taxonomy; however, we hope that our work will pave the way for normalizing this practice, where applicable and where resources are available.

*Integrating genomes with taxonomy*

Sequencing the genome of a new species is an important step in understanding its biology, taxonomy, ecology and history. Advantages include (1) generating extensive genetic data that can be used for population genetic analyses and phylogenetic analysis of closely related species, (2) providing information...
about how genes are distributed and arrayed across the genome and how the genome works as a whole, (3) serving as another complimentary source of information for species diagnostic characters, such as DNA sequence variation (e.g., DNA barcodes; Hebert et al., 2003), large insertions or deletions (Meusnier et al., 2004), chromosomal rearrangements (Statos & Fishman, 2014), and other structural characteristics of a genome (Weissensteiner et al., 2020). In the current study, one major advantage of generating a draft genome was that these data were used to extract a UCE dataset to incorporate into a recent UCE phylogeny (Blaimer et al., 2020) to understand its evolutionary relationships within the group. Moreover, as more genomes become available, future comparative genomics studies across other cynipid species will improve our understanding of genome evolution in this species-rich group, including the observation of a high rate of gene duplications.

Another important advantage of the assignment of a reference genome at the moment of species description is related to the practical similarities between a reference genome and a type specimen. A reference genome has a relevance paralleling that of the type specimen: when that first genome is published for a species, it gets anchored to that species name, such that characteristics associated with that particular genome are therefore tied to that species. Providing both at once immediately connects morphological characters to genomic characters, all tied to a single species name. The parallel between the type specimen and the reference genome is not novel. Genbank itself has previously recognized, and there have been attempts to sequence genomes from type specimens (e.g. Boo et al., 2016; Hughey et al., 2014). However, specimen preservation methods often make DNA extraction, especially the high-quality extractions required for genomic DNA sequencing, highly challenging (but see Staats et al., 2013). The preference for fresh material is one more reason for new species descriptions to include a type genome, or to proactively consider preserving genetic material from the type or a syntype for the purpose of future genome sequencing in occasions where that is not possible.

**Integrative taxonomy**

While many species descriptions are unable to contain a fully sequenced genome or include complete life history information due to species rarity, lack of resources or other factors, we reinforce the need for more integrative species descriptions across cynipid systems. In particular, providing information about host association, DNA barcoding data (from multiple loci, if possible) and preserved material for genetic analysis, will allow better and more complete understanding of these complex systems. Although the genome sequence reported here was obtained from a single short-read sequencing run, it illustrates what is more likely to be available at lower costs for a broader range of taxonomists who may seek to add a sequenced genome to their species descriptions. However, as sequencing costs decrease, and more accurate and user-friendly assembly and annotation tools become available, we expect draft genome sequences of increasing quality (e.g., better scaffolding and annotation) to be associated with new species descriptions. Nonetheless, a draft genome assembly is enough for the purposes of a species description, as it readily provides the scientific community with genomic resources for the species and may be improved by future sequencing efforts.

**Unseen dweller**

Notably, these samples of *Neuroterus valhalla* were primarily found in the city of Houston, Texas (population > 2.3 Million), serving as an example of undescribed biodiversity hiding in a major and well-travelled urban centre – especially as this new gall wasp species itself harbours a diverse community of inquilines, parasitoids, hyperparasitoids and commensal associates. Previous experience with gall communities in this system suggest that up to 25% of insects may be unknown to science, given the occurrence of both generalists and specialists (Forbes et al., 2016; Weinersmith et al., 2020). For example, we have collected at least 12 morphospecies of natural enemies and/or associates that were raised from our stem and catkin collections (Figure S2). However, challenges in isolating the cryptic and minute gall structures here from adjacent and cryptic gall species and other woodborers make it difficult to establish trophic links in the current study. We report their associations here with the hope that future research can isolate and connect these unseen arthropods with their ecology. Nonetheless, many of the insects associated with this species or to other insects in the system are likely undescribed.

While we found at least 117 emerging *N. valhalla* specimens over the oak flowering seasons, we sampled approximately 330,000 flowers (as estimated by the weight of collected material), or approximately 8 L of catkin material. Given a rough estimation of the number of catkin flowers produced by a single tree, the known *Q. virginiana* population of 2270 trees on the 300-acre university campus (Arboretum, 2014), and the flower galling rate observed in our study (0.035%); we estimate that anywhere between $1 \times 10^6$ and $1 \times 10^9$ *N. valhalla* individuals emerge every year on the campus population alone. While it may seem surprising that such a high number of insects would go unnoticed in a major urban centre, we note that *N. valhalla* galls are quite small and inconspicuous (Figure 3b,e), the emergent adult wasps are only 1.1–1.2 mm in size, and live for just a few...
days following their emergence during a restricted annual temporal window (Figure 4). Additionally, we expect this number to fluctuate widely across years, given the variable nature of oak flowering (Sork, 1993).

**Potentially unique life cycle**

As described above, wasps in the tribe Cynipini have a bivoltine life cycle that alternates between a parthenogenetic generation comprised only of parthenogenetic females, and a sexual generation comprised both males and females, which is known as heterogony (Figure 1; Folliot, 1964; Pujade-Villar et al., 2001). Although *N. valhalla* has two alternating generations, we did not observe a single male (n = 14 stem node generation individuals, n = 117 catkin generation individuals across 3 years), and we are therefore unable to confirm if any of the generations reproduce sexually. The most likely possibility here is that we have missed collecting males and/or there are some factors contributing to the rarity of males. The first possible factor is a skewed sex ratio, which could be caused by *Wolbachia* in some insects, however, *Wolbachia* is known to have no effect in the sex ratio of Cynipini specifically, despite high infection rates (Askew, 1960; Rokas et al., 2002). A second possibility would be a difference in phenology, with males emerging either earlier or later than females. However, we have maintained the galls and tissues over several months and continued to check emergence before and after the peak of season, with no signs of delayed or early male emergence. Finally, it is possible that the smaller size of males made them more prone to dehydration following gall removal from the host tree, resulting in them dying prior to emergence in the laboratory. Further studies would be needed to address any of these and other possibilities.

Notably, some of the most closely related species described to date in the subgenus Diplodius, including *N. fusifex* Pujade-Villar and *Neurocentropus versus* Gill have their catkin-emerging generation as the sexual one (Patterson, 1928; Pujade-Villar et al., 2016). This is also true for *A. quercus-laniger* (Ashmead 1981), which is the other described species galling catkin tissues in the same hosts (Hamel, 1973; Hood et al., 2018). Therefore, the catkin generation is more likely to be the sexual one in *N. valhalla*, despite the high number of individuals collected here (n = 117) in the absence of a male specimen. Interestingly, we observed individuals of *N. valhalla* from the catkin generation ovipositing into stem nodes directly after emergence without having had contact with males (Figures 1D and S1), which could be interpreted as evidence for parthenogenesis. This means that either both generations can reproduce parthenogenetically, or that, contrary to our original hypothesis, catkin-emerging insects represent the asexual generation, and that oviposited eggs would give rise to males of the stem node generation. This later alternative not only contradicts the trend among its most closely related species, but also the trend within Cynipini where the asexual generation is the longest lasting one (Zhang et al., 2019). For these reasons, we gravitate towards the first possibility where both generations can reproduce parthenogenetically, at least facultatively. Nonetheless, we cannot confirm this from the observations and data provided here alone. A population-wide study looking for the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium of diallelic genetic markers (as in Stone et al., 2008), or an observational experiment confirming the completion of the life cycle in the absence of males is needed to verify this.

If the total absence of males is confirmed, however, it would imply that both of *N. valhalla*’s generations are fully parthenogenic. The presence of two alternating parthenogenetic generations has never been described within Cynipidaceae before, rendering *N. valhalla* a possible unique case. Currently, only five exceptions to heterogony (alternating sexual and asexual generations) are confirmed in the group. Three of these (*Dryocosmus kuriphilus*, *Aandinus targinii* and *A. pseudoflos*) skipped the sexual generation altogether and swapped to having a life cycle with a single parthenogenetic generation (Buffington et al., 2020), whereas *D. julii* contrastingly skipped the asexual form (Zhu et al., 2015), and *Aradus quadrilineatus* can skip either generation (Folliot, 1964). However, many other species are only known by one of the two generations, likely due to incomplete knowledge of their life cycle (Stone et al., 2008).

**Hosts and distribution**

The *N. valhalla* population primarily described here uses the southern live oak (*Q. virginiana*) as its host. However, in a previous study we have also collected two *N. valhalla* individuals emerging from *Q. geminata* stems collected in northern Florida, USA (Weinersmith et al., 2020). One of these individuals showed a mitochondrial haplotype intermediate to those found in the *Q. virginiana* host in Texas, hinting at a mitochondrial connectivity across the U.S. Gulf coast. *Quercus virginiana* and *Q. geminata* are closely related oak species (Cavender-Bares & Pahlich, 2009; Manos & Hipp, 2021) with an extensive known overlap of Cynipidae gall wasp species comprising a complex system (Table 1; Egan et al., 2013; Price et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2019). However, there is a frequent break in the distribution of gall species or genetic structure within species in this system around the Mississippi river (Zhang et al., 2021), so finding the species beyond this break and using an alternative host suggests that its true range covers the distribution of its host species, from central Texas passing through the U.S. Gulf coast to Florida and North Carolina (Cavender-Bares & Pahlich, 2009).

**Genome features**

The genome of *N. valhalla* has a predicted size of 1.1 Mbp, the smallest genome size reported to date within the Cynipidae tribe Cynipini (Table 2). This observation could be associated with the organism’s quick developmental rate in the catkin generation, as it has been previously suggested that genome size in arthropods can be negatively correlated with developmental rate (Gregory, 2002). Also, genome size reduction can occur as a consequence of miniaturization of body size, as genome
size is directly correlated with cell size, and the latter can be a constraint for minute insects (Hanken & Wake, 1993; Lindsey et al., 2018; Polilov, 2015). Therefore, both quick developmental rate and minute size might contribute to this relatively small genome size. However, there is a big phylogenetic component to genome size in this case, given that Cynipini as a whole have much larger genomes than most Hymenoptera. While the average Cynipini genome size is 1.72 Mb (n = 9; Table 2), hymenopteran genomes range mostly between 0.18 and 0.34 Mb (Branstetter et al., 2018; Hotaling et al., 2021). Therefore, while *N. valhalla*’s genome is small relative to other Cynipini genomes, it is still large relative to the rest of Hymenoptera. Interestingly, other cynipids in the sister tribe Synergini have shorter genomes (0.25 Mb on average, hence 4.5× smaller than that of *N. valhalla*; Table 2), following the more general trend in Hymenoptera. By using the topology recovered by Blaimer et al. (2020), where Synergini is older and gives rise to Cynipini, we infer that the increased genome size is a synapomorphy of the latter. Under this observation, we propose five alternative hypotheses/mechanisms for the increased genome size in Cynipini.

The first (1) is the null hypothesis, which is that this genome size increase was caused by the expansion of repetitive elements, without meaningful evolutionary or ecological cause beyond a selfish nature of repetitive elements (Orgel & Crick, 1980). However, there are a couple of notable life history differences between Synergini and Cynipini that may suggest otherwise. While the latter can produce galls from undifferentiated meristematic tissue, Synergini are mostly inquilines that lay their eggs in the galls of other gall-forming species, inducing only the nutritive tissue they consume (Sanver & Hawkins, 2000). There is evidence that parasitism poses constraints to genome size in Hymenoptera (Ardila-Garcia et al., 2010). In this case, we may hypothesize (2) that Cynipini’s move towards galling and away from “traditional” parasitism may have released this evolutionary constraint, resulting in a genome expansion in the group, again possibly by the expansion of repetitive elements. The third (3) hypothesis suggests that the evolution of gall production may be associated with an extensive gene diversification, which may be needed for the manipulation of host plants, and consequent genome expansion process. However, recent comparative analysis of *Synergus itoensis* Abe, Ide & Wachi genome, an inquiline that has independently gained the ability to induce galls, with other inquiline *Synergus* species suggests that gene duplication may not be associated with gall-forming capacity within Cynipidae (Gobbo et al., 2020).

The other notable difference between the two tribes is Cynipini’s unique life cycle discussed above – heterogony (Figure 1). In light of this observation, the fourth (4) hypothesis for the larger Cynipini genome is that the adoption of a (partial) parthenogenetic life history may have caused genome expansion, given that asexual reproduction has deep genetic consequences. For example, it can lead to the activation of transposable elements (Hickey, 1982) or accumulation of palindromes to escape Muller’s ratchet (Jaron et al., 2019; Muller, 1932; Rozen et al., 2003). However, a review found no evidence that genome size increases in response to parthenogenesis (Jaron et al., 2019).

Lastly, the fifth (5) hypothesis revolves around this unique life cycle, which implies that a single genome must generate what are eco-functionally two species, including two morphologically distinct adults with distinct behaviours, which induce galls in different tissues. This phenomenon involves either a highly complex gene regulation system, extensive pleiotropy or as suggested by our orthogroup analysis, gene duplication and genome expansion (Table S5). Therefore, it is possible that this complex regulatory process involves a genome size increase and may be a major contributor to Cynipini’s expanded genomes. While we see this hypothesis as the most likely among the five proposed here, further evidence is needed to better evaluate this relationship. For example, a comparative transcriptome analysis across two generations within the same species, or an evaluation of the genome size of Pediaspidini, the Acer sp. gellers that independently evolved heterogony (Pujade-Villar et al., 2001), could shed much light onto this.

Our genome annotation resulted in a high number of genes (32005), but only a portion of those (18044, 56.4%) could be assigned to an orthogroup (Table S2). The raw number of predicted genes can be dependent on the annotation pipeline (Branstetter et al., 2018; Elsik et al., 2014), so it is possible that our annotation overestimated the true number of genes. Yet, the only other annotated Cynipidae genome (*Belonocnema kinseyi*, GenBank accession GCA_010883055.1), has a high-quality chromosome level assembly and evidence-based annotation, has 25,246 total genes, which is also relatively high within insect genomes (Rosenfeld et al., 2016). This high number of genes within the group may be associated with gene duplications, as suggested by the orthogroup analysis (Table S5), which we hypothesize is associated with Cynipini’s life cycle as discussed above. Nonetheless, further analysis of better characterized Cynipidae genomes is needed to conclude on the causes and mechanisms behind both the increased genome size and high gene count.

Finally, we should note that due to their haplodiploidy, hymenopteran genome sequencing libraries can be built with a single haploid male, which has the potential to greatly improve the genome assembly quality (Hearn et al., 2014; Yahav & Priyman, 2019). However, we were unable to find the males for this particular species, and a single female individual was used instead.

**Phylogenetic placement**

Both of the phylogenetic reconstructions here (Figures 2 and 6) independently recovered *Neuroterus* Hartig as a polyphyletic genus, which had been observed multiple times in the past literature (e.g. Blaimer et al., 2020; Melika et al., 2010). The genus was originally described from a Palearctic lineage (Hartig, 1840), and now includes ~90 described species, more than half of which are known from North America (Burks, 1979; Melika et al., 2010). *Neuroterus* has been regarded as a morphologically challenging one since its origin (Kinsey, 1923), mainly due to the minute size of the insects. *Neuroterus* are among the smallest of the Cynipidae, and their galls are usually
more ‘primitive’, lacking the highly specialized tissues and layers characteristic of other cynipid genera (Melika, 2006). Its defining feature, the lack of the transscutal articulation, is quite common among small-sized cynipids, which resulted in the grouping of several independent lineages into the same genus (Pujade-Villar et al., 2014).

Therefore, Neuroterus is likely an example of convergent miniaturization-related morphological features being used to define a group resulting in a polyphyletic arrangement, a common occurrence among miniaturized taxa (Rundell & Leander, 2010). With that said, a revision of the genus Neuroterus is far beyond the scope of our work, and we understand that N. valhalla, along with other members of the subgenus Diplobus, will likely be relocated to a different genus in the future, with Neuroterus being restricted to the originally described Palearctic lineage (Hartig, 1840; Pujade-Villar et al., 2014). Furthermore, every other genus represented by more than one species in our phylogenies was recovered as polyphyletic, suggesting that Cynipini as a whole need a major systematic review.

Conclusion
In this current study, we describe a new species of gall wasp associated with American live oaks (Virentes), Neuroterus valhalla sp. nov., along with its complete life cycle and a draft genome sequence. By integrating a draft genome with the species description, we highlight the parallel between the type specimen and the reference genome, and hope to open the path to what we believe is the next step in integrative taxonomy. Moreover, we discuss the possible reasons for enlarged genome size observed in Cynipidae, and further showcase the versatility of the genome data by extracting UCE loci and incorporating these into previous phylogenetic data. With this, we confirm previous studies that found Neuroterus to be polyphyletic, and suggest that the Nearctic members of the genus should be moved after a much needed taxonomic revision. Finally, this study also serves as an example for unexplored biodiversity present even in densely populated urban areas, hinting at fascinating biology that awaits future discovery.
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